Order Form
Name:

_

Please mark your first choice with a " second choice with a 2
and third choice with a 3.
SELECT A HOLE:
Aspen Hills

Cedar Creek
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SELECT YOUR CHOICE OF MARKER:
- Tee Box Sign __
- Tee Box Yardage Marker
Blue Tees
White Tees
JuniorTees (Aspen Hills Only)
Red Tees

Gold Tees (Cedar Creek Only)
_
Executive Tees (Aspen Hills Only) __

- Fairway Yardage Marker
100 Yard

150 Yard

200 Yard

250 Yard

Personalized Engraving: (Up to 20 characters per line including spaces.
Your personalization

cannot contain innappropriate

words or terms and can-

not contain words that would indicate a memorial)

He 62 Box 7008

SVR, WY 83127
(307) 883-2669
(307) 883-2~H 6 fax

www.svrawy.com

CREATE A LEGACY YOUR FAMILY WILL ALWAYS ENJOY
Aspen Hills
Junior Tee Box
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$75

Marker

.

Cedar Creek

13
Tee Box and Fairway Yardage Markers are granite blocks that are
installed flush with the ground on
each tee box and at 100, 150,200
and 250 yards from the center of
the green on all 27 holes. The face
of the block is 6" tall and 12" wide.
It will feature the official yardage
from the marker to the center of
the green. The above picture is
an example of what the marker
will look like. You may personalize
the marker with a maximum of 20
characters on each of two lines. The
letters for the personalization will
be .75" in height.
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Family

Tee Box Yardage Signs are sandstone boulders with a natural back and smooth face of
approximately 9 square feet. They will be put
near the back tee box on all 27 holes.
The above picture is an example of what the
boulders will look like. You may personalize
the rock with a maximum of 20 characters on
each of two lines. The letters for the personalization will be 1.25" in height. You will also
have the option of choosing from a selection
of boulders.

In order to make Aspen Hills a more family
friendly course, junior tee markers will be
implemented. These tee markers will be
placed on the side of the fairway in a spot
that will make the hole play more realistically to par for juniors. These markers will
be 6" tall and 12" wide. It will feature the
official yardage from the marker to the
center of green along with a junior program emblem. The above picture is an
example of what the marker will look like.
You may personalize the marker with a
maximum of 20 characters on each of two
lines. The letters for the personalization
will be .75" in height.
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Family legacy Golf
Course Program
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